
Pianist, organist & composer Daniel Bulatkin (*1999), currently residing in the Netherlands, 
is one of the leading voices of young Czech jazz. As a 15-year-old, he was awarded 3rd 
place in the solo piano competition “PETROF Pianist of the Year 2015”. In 2018 he 
received the individual talent prize at the Central European Jazz Competition in Brno. In 
2021, Daniel completed the bachelor program at the Academy of Performing Arts in 
Prague. Currently he is finishing his master's degree at Codarts, Rotterdam (NL).

Over the span of his relatively short career he has performed in over 15 European 
countries and collaborated with performers such as: Zhenya Strigalev (UK/RU), Martin 
Valihora (SK), Ben Tiberio (US), Aviv Cohen (IL), Conor Chaplin (UK), Szymon Mika (PL), 
Stefan Lievestro (NL), Ruggero Robin (IT), Mike Gotthard (HU), David Dorůžka, Ondřej 
Štveráček, Yvonne Sanchez, Robert Balzar, Fečo family, Tomáš Baroš…

His most valued collaboration, however, is with the Norwegian “Bass Viking” Per Mathisen. 
Together with him, Daniel tours with jazz&fusion superstars such as Ulf Wakenius, Gary 
Husband and Gergo Borlai. In addition, he had the opportunity in December 2019 to 
present his music in Bratislava, Slovakia alongside 2x Grammy winning saxophonist 
Tineke Postma and drum phenom Justin Faulkner. 

Daniel has released three critically acclaimed albums to date. His first was "The New 
Beginning" (Alessa Records, AT) with B/Y Organism – a collaboration with ethno-fusion 
guitarist Kirill Yakovlev, featuring Daniel mostly as an organist. The second record – 
“Drifter Days” (Lukas Oravec Records, SK) – is a product of extensive touring alongside 
British alto sax prodigy Tom Smith. His third album was released in July 2022. This time in 
the role of arranger and producer, as well as pianist, Daniel supports US vocalist, 
composer & songwriter Allison Wheeler. 

Daniel’s original composition Lady of the Lake, arranged for big band by Andy Schofield, is 
now part of the repertoire of the prestigious Jazz Dock Orchestra. Aside from extensive 
experience with teaching privately, he was also a member of faculty at the International 
Conservatory in Prague (2018-20).


